The follow-up care process in pediatric dentistry – part I
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ABSTRACT

Introduction. By follow-up care process is meant an individualized curative-prophylactic active medical method, which supervises, at the initiative of the doctor, categories of healthy persons - exposed to risk factors - or categories of sick persons suffering from certain conditions.

Purpose. In this study, we will refer to the theoretical and practical aspects regarding the necessity of follow-up care in children patients (preschool children, pupils), adolescents and young people, an operation that must be performed by the doctors with specialization and/or competence in pediatric dentistry, by the doctors with specialization in orthodontics and dentofacial orthopedics, by the school doctors, as well as by the simple dental doctors, who perform very regular pediatric dentistry maneuvers.

Material and method. This study was conducted with the help of 23 pedodontists or pediatric dentists in Bucharest.

Results and discussions. The answers obtained by applying the questionnaire created a clear image of the follow-up care system currently existing in Bucharest.

Conclusions. The follow-up care in pediatric dentistry is the most useful active dental care, and in order to have an increased efficiency it is necessary that it is extremely well organized and controlled.
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INTRODUCTION

The follow-up care of the dental conditions is indicated by their presence in the majority of the individuals of our society, as well as by the important consequences that the respective diseases can have on the general state of health.

Specifically, when we talk about diseases with a wide spread, follow-up care can become a mass action, whose efficiency is related to all the individuals from one society (1-5).

We can say that follow-up care is a form of active assistance of an activity, and the efficiency of the dis-
specifically, starting from the notions presented above, the objectives of this material are to particularize the follow-up care process in pediatric dentistry and to highlight and implement the necessity of follow-up care for pre-school patients, then continuing with school age, but also including adolescence, as well as and the age of youth. But, due to the space, we systematized the information into 2 distinct parts.

MATERIAL AND METHOD

As it is well known, the frequency of dental disorders, in an extremely high percentage at the age of the temporary dentition or the preschool age, as this age range is also known in the literature, it requires with extremely importance, if we take into account the effects of these conditions, the follow-up care process starting at this very age. This follow-up care process is extremely important starting right from the preschool age because, in our society, at this age of temporary dentition, children are included in extremely well-defined and expressed communities, such as nurseries and kindergartens.

But the age at which all the individuals of the respective society, without any exception, are included in a stable and very well-organized community for a duration of at least 9 years (the preparatory class, 4 primary school classes and 4 gymnasium school classes), is the school age, or the so-called school itself with the 9 compulsory classes before entering high school (before 1989, it was also called the general culture school) (1-11). Specifically, in the education in our country, the compulsory education of 9 classes (the preparatory class, 4 primary school classes and 4 secondary school classes), includes children between 5 and 14-15 years (11-15).

From a dental point of view, the age between 6 years and 12 years, represents the most important age range, characterized by the coexistence of the temporary teeth in the process of resorption, with the most important permanent teeth (1-15).

But, it is extremely important the impressive frequency of dental caries and tooth and maxillary abnormalities that are installed or encountered at this age, whether we are talking about temporary dentition or we are talking about permanent dentition.

Both tooth decay and tooth and maxillary abnormalities untreated on time, can have particularly serious consequences and often irreversible repercussions over time both on the development of the dento-maxillary system and on the whole body.

But until the age of 25 years, the dento-maxillary system in continuous growth and normalization, presents a pathology with special consequences on the relationship between the constituent elements of the
oral and dental system and on the health of the body (9-15).

We consider that, from the point of view of the dental interest, but also of the general medical interest, as well as of the organizational possibilities that could ensure the efficiency of the mass action, the dental follow-up care finds its most useful and indicated application at the school age (or so-called school, with the 9 compulsory classes before entering high school - the preparatory class, 4 primary school classes and 4 secondary school classes), it continues with the age of adolescence (high school, professional schools) and then with the age of youth, this the last age range being the period in which young people attend university and/or post-secondary courses. Basically, when discussing dental follow-up care in the aforementioned periods, it is necessary to mention in fact the characteristic follow-up care procedure that all professionals calls it as pediatric dentistry or pedodontics (1-15).

The process of follow-up care in pediatric dentistry, in the case of patients starting with the school age, then continuing with the age of adolescence and youth, is carried out in several stages, these being in absolute succession, the absence of a stage causing the follow-up care action to cease. These steps are as follows: screening, treatment (actual dental treatments), control and retreatment (1-15).

Starting from all these aspects mentioned above, in terms of the follow-up care process, we completed a questionnaire consisting of 6 questions, which was applied to a number of 23 dental practitioners, who practice pediatric dentistry (specialist and primary orthodontic doctors, specialist doctors and/or with pedodontic competence - pediatric dentistry, school doctors and/or simple dental practitioners, graduates of an authorized or recognized dental medicine faculty in Romania), which works in Bucharest. All the subjects work in the private dental offices and they are between 37 and 63 years old, being distributed as follows: 13 dental practitioners were female (56.52%) and 10 dentists were male (43.48%) (Fig. 1).

**Figure 1.** Gender distribution of dental practitioner involved in the study

Next, we will present the questionnaire applied to the 23 subjects:

**Questionnaire**

1. The follow-up care process is? a. A method of prevention, control and recovery, being a valuable tool for public health; b. It is just a method of preventing health disorders; c. Is it just a method of recovery in the field of health. **Correct answer: a.**

2. The follow-up care process is carried out? a. By active and early diagnosis of chronic or potential chronic diseases; b. By studying and removing the causes that contribute to the occurrence and spread of chronic or potential chronic diseases; c. By taking certain social, curative-prophylactic and sanitary-hygienic measures, aiming to prevent chronic or potentially chronic diseases. **Correct answers: a, b, c.**

3. The follow-up care process also aims at the following aspects? a. Maintaining and strengthening the health of the population; b. Increasing the longevity and quality of life of the population; c. Deep study of the connection between the pathological changes that have occurred and the environment, especially the social factors. **Correct answers: a, b, c.**

4. The objectives of the follow-up care process are as follows? a. To create a database on chronic diseases in children in communities; b. Observation of the way in which the follow-up care is carried out in the school medical offices, including dental schools offices, with the detection of any deficiencies; c. Optimizing follow-up care and healthcare in chronic diseases; d. Calculation of prevalence indices for the main categories of chronic diseases included in follow-up care, in order to describe the situation of morbidity through chronic diseases among children and young people in the respective country. **Correct answers: a, b, c, d.**

5. From the point of view of pediatric dentistry, the follow-up care process finds its greatest utility in? a. School age and continues with the age of adolescence and youth; b. At the age of the adult; c. At elderly age. **Correct answer: a.**

6. The follow-up care process in the case of school-age patients, and later in adolescence and youth, includes the following stages? a. Detection; b. Involvement; c. Treatment (the actual dental treatments); d. Conditioning; e. Control; f. Retreatment; g. Record. **Correct answers are: a, c, e, f.**

**RESULTS**

After analyzing the answers to the first question, we can conclude that only a small part of the respondents of this study (3 representing 13.04%) did not understand what follow-up care process means (Fig. 2).

Regarding the way of conducting the follow-up care process, we find that most practitioners answered correctly (18 representing 78.26%), namely all response variants. Only 5 practitioners (representing...
21.74%) omitted the response variant related to the active and early diagnosis of chronic diseases (Fig. 3).

Regarding the secondary aspects covered by the follow-up care process, only a small part of the subjects included in the study (2 representing 8.70%) responded incorrectly by omitting the answer related to studying the link between pathological changes and social factors (Fig. 4).

One good thing is that all the doctors included in the study answered correctly the questions related to the most important aspects of follow-up care process, namely the goals and the age for which this process is very useful.

The last question of the study, regarding the stages of the follow-up care process, made the participants in the study a little difficult, so most practitioners (17, representing 73.91%) answered correctly, and only a small part (6 practitioners, representing 26.09%) have checked all the answer variants. As mentioned above, we can put the answers to this question on the age of some practitioners included in the study, the younger ones being more open to studying and updating their information in the field (Fig. 5).

DISCUSSIONS

All dental treatment schemes, regardless of the branch or age to which they are addressed, also included the follow-care part. Even if it is a secondary method of prevention, in addition to the actual treatment part, follow-up care plays an important role in preventing the appearance of carious lesions, a very important aspect especially in children.

The follow-up care process depends on both patients and medical staff. Patients should report for regular check-ups and treatment of new lesions. On the other hand, the medical staff must inform the patients about the importance of dental check-ups during the follow-up period, must know very well the dispensing process and adapt it according to each patient.

Most follow-up care programs provided a recall interval of approximately 6 months. However, depending on the region, education or national programs implemented, the range of dental checkups of patients varies. Berhan Nordin et al., in a survey from 2019, related to oral health of 11-12 year old indigenous children in Malaysia, based on a questionnaire applied to patients, found that 97.8% of the respondents perform a dental check-up once a year (16). Khanal et al., in 2014, a study of oral health practice among 12-15 year old children in Kathmandu noted that patients presented to the dentist only in cases of pain or the presence of stains in the teeth (17). Nazir MA, in a study from 2019 regarding: “Predictors of routine dental check-up among male adolescents in Saudi Arabia”, observed that only 18.9% of study participants had routine dental visit within in the last year (18).
In a 2008 study, Anthonappa et al. concluded that the six-month recall dental appointments for all children is not justified, being no support evidences either to justify or refute this time interval. The time interval must be customized by the dental practitioner according to the age of the child and the conditions he presents (19). In the same vein, Kärkkäinen et al., in a study of dental check-up intervals for adolescents in Finland, concluded that although the interval between follow-up visits increased, there was no increase in the frequency of caries (20).

At the level of professional organizations, multiple strategies have been developed and implemented to improve the oral health of patients, specific to each age group. Thus, the Romanian College of Dental Practitioners (Colegiul Medicilor Stomatologi din România) provides in the competencies of the dentist: “31. Establishment and implementation of complex follow-up care plans, applicable in school and pre-school communities” (5).

The American Academy of Pediatric Dentistry, in “Caries-risk assessment and management for infants, children, and adolescents”, in Caries Management for children older than 6 years recommends:
- Recall every six to 12 months for children with low caries-risk;
- Recall every six months for children with moderate caries-risk;
- Recall every three months for children with high caries-risk (21);

The National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (UK), in “Dental checks: intervals between oral health reviews” from 2004, recommends that the patient should be assigned a recall interval of 3, 6, 9 or 12 months if the patient is younger than 18 years old. The recall interval should be reviewed again in the next appointment based on oral-health status, patient’s response and health outcomes achieved (22).

Thus, the most important stage in the realization of the follow-up care process is represented by the knowledge and the correct application of this process by the doctor, which we wanted to evaluate at the level of the group included in the study.

CONCLUSIONS

After studying the answers, we can conclude several aspects, some extremely interesting.

About the follow-up care in pediatric dentistry (or pedodontics), it can be said that it represents the most useful active dental assistance.

To be truly effective, the follow-up care process specific to pediatric dentistry must be extremely well organized and controlled, while the medical personnel involved in the follow-up care processes, both the pediatric specialists and the auxiliary staff, must be very well trained, but also permanently guided and monitored.

When we talk about widespread dental conditions (dental caries, dento-maxillary anomalies), follow-up care becomes a mass action, whose efficiency is related to the whole society.

Practically, the follow-up care process in pediatric dentistry, has two well defined goals, namely:
- To ensure a harmonious development of the dento-maxillary system, which will contribute to the general health of the individual included in this follow-up care procedure;
- Ensure an efficient and broader coverage of all individuals in the community, and if not possible, of as many subjects as possible within that community.

The organization of these follow-up care actions is facilitated by the existence of stable communities, which can be tracked for much longer periods of time.

Most of the pedodontic practitioners (specialists in pediatric dentistry), over 70% of the subjects involved in the study, have shown a very good training, in terms of knowledge and learning of the notions, which aim to carry out consistent actions of follow-up care in well-defined and established communities.
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